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1. INTRODUCTION
The relationship of health professionals with patients
emerged together with Hippocratic medicine, whose goal was
to treat the person and not just focus on the disease [1]. The
relationship of health professionals with patient is fundamental
in promoting the quality of care. The short time for
consultations and the use of technology have been pointed as
factors that hinder empathy, making a relationship of health
professional with patient as a mere search for symptoms for the
prescription of drugs.[2]. The development of biochemistry,
pharmacology, immunology, and genetics also contributed to
the growth of a disease-centered biomedical model, thereby
diminishing interest in the patient's experience. The new more
sophisticated techniques have played an important role in
diagnosis rather than the personal relationship between health
professionals and patients. Technology has been incorporated
into the profession, leaving aside the subjective aspect of the
relationship. The place of the individual became the bearer of
lesions, which are viewed with interest and positivity by the
health professional [3].
From Donabedian's studies in the 1970s and 1980s, it is
known that the quality of health services, as perceived by
patients, depends on 30 to 40% of the physician's diagnostic
and therapeutic capacity, and 40 to 50% on the relationship
established between health professionals and users [3].
Increasingly shorter consultations often interfere with the
patient- health professional relationship, making it difficult to
establish empathy. This refers to the health professional 's
awareness of the changes felt and reflected by the patient. This
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relationship is not only important for patient satisfaction, but
also adherence to treatment. The importance of the health
professional is used in Ambroise Paré's phrase, which evokes
“heal occasionally, often relieve, always comfort”. However,
health professional ends up taking refuge in specialties,
referring patients to various specialists, who in lightning
consultations do not take into consideration the patient as a
whole biopsychosocial.
In 2009, it was found that 32% of medical errors in the
United States resulted from decreased consultation times,
producing misdiagnosis and worsening patient outcomes. Even
in hospitals that have electronic medical records, with the
possibility of better data collection, it is admitted that 78.9% of
medical errors would be related to problems in the doctorpatient relationship and failure to evaluate patient data [4].
It is noticed that health professional education has not
prioritized the approach to issues related to the interaction
between health professionals and patients. The focus on
communication skills is fundamental.
The analysis of various postures and attitudes allows the
student to build a critical view of the relationship with patients.
The patient's health-professional relationship is influenced
by the psychosocial aspects of the patient with his illness, his
expectations, fears, anxieties, previous experiences of other
health professionals, as well as, by the professionals
themselves, with his personality, his psychological factors
(stress, anxiety, frustration) and their technical training
(professional experience and communication skills).
At the same time as discussing problems in the health
professional- patient relationship and the deficiency of clinical
examination in health care, which makes clinical diagnosis
more dependent on complementary examinations, the
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importance of the computer is increasingly emphasized. Data
storage and processing capacity have increased exponentially
(big data). Artificial intelligence processes this data through
algorithms, which tend to be refined by their operation and to
propose increasingly accurate diagnostic hypotheses. This
technology that can contribute to the worsening relationship
with patients can also be used to improve the quality of health
education by developing listening, examining and guiding a
patient. It is well known that a person's emotional state can
influence their facial movements and tone of voice and this
information is important for the interaction between people.
To improve the communication skills of health
professionals with patients, there are algorithms using artificial
intelligence programs that analyze the emotion present in the
face and voice of the health professional. The assessment of the
emotional state that health professionals are in consultations
can facilitate the development of empathy with patients. We
can try to use the technology that has been pointed out in
several studies as responsible for the worsening health
professional patient relationship, allied in the teaching of health
professionals.
Artificial intelligence began in 1950 when Alan Turing
published his article “Computing Machinery and Intelligence”
and proposed a test that compares the performance of a
computer and a person in solving a problem. The term artificial
intelligence was established at a conference at Dartmouth
College in 1956 by McCarthy et al., And its application in
medicine began with Shortlife's article in 1963 [5].
1.1. Facial Emotions Recognition Model
In the nineteenth century, Darwin began the study of facial
and muscle expression that accompany various emotions. He
suggested that the expression of emotion would be a trace of
reactions in ancestral species. Emotions are adaptations that
integrate the mechanisms by which organisms regulate life.
Emotions lead to creating favorable circumstances for the
organism in which the phenomenon manifests itself. This way
your understanding can be useful to improve the relationship
between health professionals and patients.
Emotion recognition algorithms have already been
developed by analyzing people's faces. Microsoft has an
algorithm that uses machine learning to quantify feelings such
as anger, fear, happiness, sadness, surprise, and neutrality of
feelings. This happens with the presentation of a large database
with thousands of images classified with their feelings. The
more images are presented to the algorithm, the greater the
chance of success when classifying a new image.
Pattern recognition that is naturally learned by humans is
being enhanced by artificial intelligence techniques. They try
to represent the pattern as a numeric vector, called a similarity
vector. The pattern will be classified according to the greatest
similarity between it and the representative vector. This can be
achieved by neural networks that adjust to new information,
providing good answers even with missing or confusing data.
The ability to generalize the neural network presents an
advantage in the problem of pattern recognition never seen
before, but similar to those presented during training.
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Face-recognition algorithms have an accuracy of
approximately 90%, but for emotion recognition, this accuracy
is reduced to 70%, yet it is still far from the human capacity
that has been developed since we were born [6].
The study of facial muscle movements is important for the
study of emotions. Several companies say they have already
been able to detect emotions on the faces of people like
Microsoft's Affectiva. For example, algorithms identify some
characteristics of people's face position as characteristic of
feelings. As an example, we have pride, which can be
interpreted with acts of lifting the head and eyes down or
feelings of surprise in which one would present; Eyebrows
raised, upper eyelid raised, lips parted, jaw dropped.
However, humans have about 34 muscles responsible for
facial expressions, which contract and relax to express various
emotions, demonstrating the complexity of correctly capturing
these feelings in addition to the anatomical variations between
various people [7].
However, despite all the technological advancement it is
still difficult to pinpoint emotion on people's faces, as there is
great variability of facial movements between people for the
same emotion that has not yet been learned by algorithms.
1.2. Voice Emotion Recognition Model
Some algorithms have up to 64% accuracy in recognizing
feelings by voice [8].
Voice recognition begins at the sound pickup stage and
turns it into a digital signal. In the preprocessing phase, there is
the formation of a characteristic vector of the pattern to be
analyzed and the elimination of redundant signals. In the
processing phase, there is pattern recognition. Voice
recognition of emotions using neural network techniques is
effective.
The use of two emotion analysis algorithms increases the
final accuracy in detecting the health professional's emotional
state. This allows feedback on how their emotions are
manifesting and a possible improvement in empathy and
patient relationship, allowing for improved outcomes and
adherence to treatment, increasing the degree of patient
satisfaction.
The algorithms presented are not the most accurate for
measuring human emotion, as they depend on subjective
criteria. Objective emotion measurement techniques may be
more accurate. These can be noticed with changes in the
autonomic nervous system, such as the cardiovascular,
respiratory system and variations in skin conductance. These
measurements have numbers and do not need subjective human
interpretation to present the results.
However, current algorithms still have limitations, as their
database classifications are performed on stereotyped emotion
classifications and require a larger database with various ethnic
groups. The form of feeling expression is still very variable
across cultures. and people and a facial movement can
represent more than one emotional category. Even some
humans have difficulty categorizing emotions because of their
wide variations. New research in the area of emotion should
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consider samples from individuals in different situations and
times of the day. This large database considering not only
facial movements but also a tone of voice can provide better
“fingerprints” of emotions for future studies, improving the
perception of feelings and can be applied in improving the
relationship between health professionals and patients.
The technology that is pointed out in many studies by one
of the main contributors to the decrease of health professionals'
empathy for patients can be used as an ally in the development
of algorithms to improve the health professional-patient
relationship. The biggest profit from this change is to have
health professionals who are better able to take care of the
health of patients in their community. A better health
professional-patient relationship not only has positive effects
on user satisfaction and quality of health services but also has a
direct influence on patients' health status.
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